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BRAND NEW, Monster Trek: The Obsessive Search for Bigfoot,
Joe Gisondi, Bigfoot sightings have been reported in every
state except Hawaii. Interest in this creature, which many
believe to be as mythical as a leprechaun, is as strong today as
ever, with the wildly popular show Finding Bigfoot persisting
on the Animal Planet network and references to bigfoot
appearing throughout popular culture. What is it about bigfoot
that causes some people to devote a chunk of their lives to
finding one? In Monster Trek , Joe Gisondi brings to life the
celebrities in bigfoot culture: people such as Matt Moneymaker,
Jeff Meldrum, and Cliff Barackman, who explore remote
wooded areas of the country for weeks at a time and spend
thousands of dollars on infrared imagers, cameras, and highend camping equipment. Pursuing the answer to why these
seekers of bigfoot do what they do, Gisondi brings to the
reader their most interesting--and in many cases, harrowing-expeditions. Gisondi travels to eight locations across the
country, trekking into swamps, mountains, state parks, and
remote woods with people in search of bigfoot as well as fame,
fortune, adventure, and shared camaraderie. Many of the
people...
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Reviews
Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very
happy to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he
very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Ger hold PhD
A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its
been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right a er i finished reading this ebook where in
fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Mea g a n Roob
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